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GLOBAL ANALYSIS OF

TWO-PARAMETER ELLIPTIC EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS

BY

H. O. PEITGEN1 AND K. SCHMITT2

Abstract. We consider the nonlinear boundary value problem (») Lu + A/( u) = 0,

x s Q, u - a</>, x g 8fi, where £ is a second order elliptic operator and \ and o are

parameters. We analyze global properties of solution continua of these problems as A

and a vary. This is done by investigating particular sections, and special interest is

devoted to questions of how solutions of the a = 0 problem are embedded in the

two-parameter family of solutions of (*). As a natural biproduct of these results we

obtain (a) a new abstract method to analyze bifurcation from infinity, (b) an

unfolding of the bifurcations from zero and from infinity, and (c) a new framework

for the numerical computations, via numerical continuation techniques, of solutions

by computing particular one-dimensional sections.

1. Introduction. In some earlier work [9-11] we considered the nonlinear one-

parameter elliptic boundary value problem

(     , Lu + Xf(u) = 0,    x g a,

H = 0,       XG311,

where L is a second-order partial differential operator which is uniformly elliptic in

the bounded domain 8cR" with smooth boundary 3 A, and / is a nonlinearity

which is linear at infinity, i.e.

f(s)/s -* mx    as\s\ -» oo,

and /(0) = 0, and /'(0) = m0 > 0. We demonstrated, via topological perturbation

techniques, that this problem has a global branch of positive solutions and a global

branch of negative solutions which bifurcate from infinity at a" = a0m^, where a0

is the principal eigenvalue of the linear problem

/, -,\ Lu + au = 0,       x G Q,

K     ' u = 0,       xe3S2

(see also [2]). Our method of proof was such that the perturbed problem (artificially

introduced) had the property that these branches bifurcating from infinity could, in

fact, be obtained from branches which bifurcate from the trivial solution, thus

obviating a bifurcation analysis in a neighborhood of infinity. This approach, in fact,

permitted us to treat a broader class of nonlinearities which were not necessarily
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linear at infinity. A further advantage of this approach was exploited in [10 and 12],

where we discussed finite-dimensional approximations of (1.1) and used numerical

continuation methods to compute such branches bifurcating from infinity.

In the present paper we continue the study of this class of problems by embedding

(1.1) into a natural two-parameter problem, (X,o)g R X R,

,     . Lu + Xf(u) = 0,      x g 8,
(13)
v   '  ' u = o<t>,     X G 38,

where <p * 0 are given boundary data. Naturally, one expects that the set of

solutions for (1.3) is given by two-dimensional continua. Our main interest in this

paper is to analyze their global properties as X and o vary. This is done by

investigating particular one-dimensional sections, and special interest is devoted to

the question how solutions of (1.1) are embedded in the two-parameter families of

solutions of (1.3). In this regard we shall obtain, as a biproduct,

a new abstract method to analyze bifurcation from infinity (see also [14]);

bifurcation results from infinity for (1.1) at higher eigenvalues of (1.2);

an unfolding of the bifurcations from zero and infinity for (1.1);

a new frame for the numerical computation, via numerical continuation

techniques, of solutions of (1.1) by computing particular one-dimensional

sections of (1.3).

Our method is a blend of linearization and continuation techniques. A key role is

played by the fact that, for fixed X and \o\ » 1, problem (1.3) is essentially

equivalent to a linear problem which is uniquely solvable (see (3.4)).

In §2 we collect preliminary results and notation. §3 is devoted to the general

theory of (1.3), and in §4 we study particular one-dimensional sections of (1.3). §5

restricts to a particular ODE-model of (1.3), for which we will obtain a much more

complete picture of the solution set and encounter new phenomena like secondary

bifurcation. Finally, in §6 we present some numerical studies and experiments. These

were carried out by D. Saupe (Universitat Bremen) in the Compuer Aided Geomet-

ric Design Laboratory of the University of Utah and were supported by a grant

from 'Stiftung Volkswagenwerk'.

One of the main objectives of the paper is to analyze many subcontinua of

solutions of (1.3). This requires a great amount of technical notation. In order that it

be understood more easily we recommend that Remark 5.1 be read together with the

figures of §2.

2. Notation and preliminary results. Let 8 be a bounded domain in R" with smooth

boundary 38 (i.e. 38 is of class C2+a for some a g (0,1)). Let aiJ, bt, 1 < i,j < n,

be real valued and Lipschitz continuous on cl 8 and let the matrix (aij(x)) be

positive definite on cl 8. Let L denote the uniformly elliptic operator

(2-1) Lu =   t  au(x)^-+ ibj(x)^-
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and assume that L is selfadjoint in #0(8). Let <j>: cl 8 -» R and /: R -» R be

Lipschitz continuous satisfying the following conditions:

f(s) = m0s + o(s)    ass->0,

(2.2) f(s) = mxs + o(s)    as \s\ -» 00,

We consider the nonlinear Dirichlet problem

,     , Lu + Xf(u) = 0,      x g 8,(2.3) /v  ' '
y     ' u = o<p,     jc G 38,

where X and a are real parameters.  Let a0 < a, < a2 < a2 < • • ■   denote the

eigenvalues of the linear problem

/- 4x Lu + au = 0,     x g 8,

^     ; u = 0,    x g 38,

and let

XO = a,/no',    Xf=a,w^,        1-0,1,2, ....

It follows from the maximum principle, the Fredholm alternative and regularity

theory (see [4]), that the problem

,   ,x Lu = 0,    x g 8,
yz-D) u = <j>,     x g 38,

has a unique solution, say w, and that (2.3) is equivalent to the operator equation

(2.6) u = X£F(u) + ow,

where £: E -» £, £ = C°(cl 8), is a compact linear operator and F: E -* E is the

Nemits'kii operator induced by/, which is a continuous operator.

We shall be interested in (X, a)-families of solutions (X, o, u) of (2.6) in R X R X

E. We find it convenient to distinguish the X- and a-parameter spaces by denoting

X g R = A   and   a <= R = 2.

Thus, speaking of a a-continuum (respectively X-continuum) we mean a closed and

connected subset of solutions of (2.6) in 2 X E for X fixed (respectively in A X £ for

0 fixed).

To establish the existence of solutions we will make extensive use of two basic

results in the context of topological continuation:

Lemma 2.1 (see [6, 21]). Let K be a compact metric space and A, B closed, nonempty

subsets. Then either A, B are separated in K, i.e.

K= KAU KB,   A<zKA,   BczKB   and   KA n KB = 0,    KA andKB closed;

or A and B are connected in K, i.e., there exists a continuum 6 c K such that

QnA*=0    and   Qn B * 0 .

Theorem 2.1 (see [17]). Let E be a Banach space and T c E X [a, b] an open and

bounded subset. Let h: cl T -> E be completely continuous and assume that 0 <£

(id - h)(dT). Then

deg(id - h(-, X), I\,0) = constant.
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Here deg denotes the Leray-Schauder degree and

rx = (MG£:(M,x)Gr}

is the X-section of T in E X R. The Leray-Schauder continuation principle asserts

that there exists a continuum 6c (id - h)~x(0) with

ea * 0 * eb

provided deg(id - h(-, a), Ta,0) * 0, and 0 <£ (id - h)(dT). This is a consequence

of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 3.1. We also, however, need a generalization of this

principle to an infinite interval of parameters.

Theorem 2.2 (see [19]). Let E be a Banach space and letT c E X (a, b) be an open

subset (a = -oo, b = oo not excluded) such that, for each compact subinterval

[a0, b0] cz (a, b), T D E X [a0, b0] is bounded. Let h: cl T -* E be completely con-

tinuous and assume that 0 € (id — h)(dT). Furthermore, assume that

deg(id-ft(-,X),rx,0)*0

for some X G (a, b). Then there exists a continuum G c (id — h)'x(0) such that

He) = (a,b),

where tr denotes the projection it: E X R -> R, (u, X) -» X.

We also need a slight modification of this result, which we prove for reasons of

completeness.

Theorem 2.3. Let E be a Banach space and let h: E X [a, b] -* E be completely

continuous. Assume that there is an R > 0 such that h(u, a) * u * h(u, b) for all u

with \\u\\ > R. Furthermore, assume that

deg(id - h(-,a), B(0, R),0) * deg(id - h(-,b), B(0, R),0).

{B(0,R) = {u:\\u\\<R}.)

Then there exists a continuum 6 C (id — h)~x(0) which is unbounded in E X [a, b].

Proof. Let X, = {u£ E: \\u\\ = r). Then

A(r) = (Sr X [a, b]) n (id - A)"'(0) * 0

for any r > R as a consequence of the homotopy property of the Leray-Schauder

degree. We prove the assertion in two steps.

Step 1. For any r > R there exists a continuum &r c (id - h)'x(0) which connects

A(R) with A(r). If not, let

K=(id- h)~\0) n cl(2r(0, r)\B(0, R)) X [a, b].

Then K is compact and A(R), A(r) are disjoint, closed and nonempty subsets. Now,

by Lemma 2.1 we may find an open and bounded subset

Tc (B(0,r)\B(0, R))X [a, b] = X

such that

am (id - h)~l(0) = 0    (3 in*),
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and A(R) c T. Define 0 := B(0, R) X [a, b] U I\ Then

30 n (id - h)'x(0) = 0    (3in£x [a,b]),

which contradicts the generalized homotopy property, Theorem 2.1.

Step 2. Let (u, X) g A(R) and let S(m, X) be the maximal component in

(id - h)~x(0), which contains (u, X). We have to show that there is a (u, X) g A(R)

such that S(u, X) is unbounded. Assume that this is not the case. Thus, for each

(u, X) g A(R) there exists an r = /•(«, X) such that

§(u,X)cz B(0,r) X [a, ft].

Defining # as in Step 1 we may apply Lemma 2.1 again to conclude that S(u, X)

and A(r) are separated in K. Thus, we may find an open and bounded subset

r(u,X)c (B(0, r)\B(0, R)) X [a,b] = X

such that

ar(«,X)n (id-A)"'(0)= 0    (3 in*)

and S(u, X) c T(u, X). Observe that

T(u,X)nSR X [a,b] = W(u, X)

is an open neighborhood of (u, X) in SR X [a, b] — Y with no solutions on aW(u, X)

(3 in Y). Since A(R) is compact, we may find

(ux,Xx),...,(uk,Xk)<=A(R)    and   r* > R

such that

k k

\JW(ui,Xi)z^A(R)   and     (J T(u„ X,) c B(0, r*) X [a, b].
i=i (=i

Now, A(r+) =*= 0 and there exists 6r> connecting A(r^) with some element (h+, X„)

e /1(.R) as a consequence of Step 1. However, (w»,X») - ff(u,,X,), for some /', and

hence 3r(t/,,X,) D Cr   * 0. This is a contradiction.

Our analysis of (2.6) will also make extensive use of the asymptotic behavior of

solutions of (2.6) in 2 X E for X fixed and \o\ » 1. We will see that the following

problem can be considered to be a linearization at \o\ = oo:

Lu + Xmxu = 0,     x g 8,

u = <£,    x g 38.

Another essential ingredient for our problem (2.6) is that we suppose that the

nonlinearity/has a nontrivial zero-structure:

s™=sup{s:f(s) = 0),

s°°=inf{s:f(s) = 0),

s°+=inf{s>0:f(s) = 0},

s°= sup{j<0:/(i) = 0),

-oo < 5!° < s°< 0 < s°< s™ < +oo.
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In [9, 11] we studied problem (2.6) for positive (negative) solutions in Ax£ for

o = 0 by means of a global perturbation g(X, s) of Xf(s). Exploiting that perturba-

tion we proved existence of continua of positive (negative) solutions bifurcating from

infinity in A X E at X" = a0m^. Another consequence of the considerations there

and in Theorem 2.1 is the following

Lemma 2.2 (see [10, 11]). Assume that (2.8) is satisfied.

(a) Let X „ > X°0 be fixed. Then the following sets of solutions of (2.6) for a = 0 are

nonempty:

%CX*) = {(X*,0, u) solves (2.6): u(x) > 0for x g Qand\\u\\ < s°+),

9l0(X*) = {(**,0, u) solves (2.6): u(x) < 0 for x G Q, and\\u\\ < -s°_).

Furthermore, ^(X,,) and 9L0(X+) are isolated in the set of all solutions in E and if

U( ■) is an isolating neighborhood, then

deg(id-Xm£F,U(-),0)= +1.

(b) Let Xm > X^ be fixed. Then the following sets of solutions of (2.6) for a = 0 are

nonempty:

9X(X,) = {(X„0, u) solves (2.6): u(x) > 0 for x G tiand\\u\\ > s°?},

^(X,) = {(X»,0, u) solves (2.6): u(x) < Oforx g SI and\\u\\ > -s?).

Furthermore, ^(X,) a«<i9l00(X+) are isolated in the set of all solutions in E and if

U( ■) is an isolating neighborhood, then

deg(id-X„£F, [/(•),0) = -l.

The fact that the above sets are isolated follows from the strong maximum

principle [4, p. 33]. Here B(v, 8) = {«e E: \\v - u\\ < 8).

To provide some guideline for our abstract results in §§3-5 we present 4 figures of

a-continua in 2 X E for the ODE-model

d2
8 = (0, it),        L = —,        m0 = mao,

and X = X, fixed with

0 < X0 < X°0 = X» (Figure 1),

A°0 = A? < X, < A" = X? (Figure 2),

X° - X? < X2 < X°2 = X°$ (Figure 3),

X°2 = X^ < X3 < X°3 = X^ (Figure 4)

(further assumptions on / are discussed in §5). All solutions of the ODE-model for

(2.6) for X > 0 and o = 0 are characterized by a nodal structure, i.e. the number of

internal zeros in (0, w). We use the following notation:

k,°(X«) =      solution of the ODE-model for (2.6), X = X*, o = 0, with i

(2.10) internal zeros in (0, l),/ = 0,1,..., and IK°(X„)|| < s°.

«,"(*•)*=      ■••    and   ||«if>(*.)ll > *"•

Here5° = max<*°,|j!!|}, s°° = min{*?,|j!°[).
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By vf(X) we denote the unique solution (Fredholm alternative) of (2.7) for

X^_, < X < X™,       k = 0,1,...

(where X^x = X°_, = 0). If (}>(x) = 1, we give an explicit form for the solutions uJ°(X)

of

(2.11) v" + Xmxv = 0,       o(0) = 1 = v(ir),

1 - cosUXm^Tr)

(2.12) «?(X)(x) =- ^_ sin(,/X^~*   + cosf/X^x).
sin^Xw^w]

In Figure 5 we give the graphs of Vq, vf, vf and vf.

a      _ o

0 - o\-J-

v° \V1 /

x=0 *=* x=0 x=it

X"0 X=lt X=0 X=K

Figure 5.

Note that the vf have a nodal-structure, which jumps by two as k increases. This

peculiar jump will play the key role in understanding Figures 1-4. We will show in

§5 that Figures 1 -4 represent a-continua of solutions in 2 X £ of the ODE-model

for (2.6). In other words, we may regard Figures 1 -4 as representative X-sections of a

two-dimensional surface of solutions of (2.6) in A X 2 X E. With these figures in

mind we may develop insight for the singularities in the (X, a)-problem.

Finally, we note an important property of solutions of the ODE-model,

(2.13) u" + X/(m) = 0,       «(0) = a = «(*r).

Let $x denote the phase flow corresponding to the vectorfield

V(u,v) = (v,-Xf(u))

and let S(u, v) = (u, -v). Note that S2 = id and SVS = -V. Hence,

(2.14) (OxS)2 = (5$x)2 = id    forallxGR.

Thus, flow lines in the (u, «')-plane are symmetric with respect to a reflection in the

u-axis and this implies that all solutions u of (2.13) for which u'(0) * u'(tt) are
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symmetric with respect to tt/2, i.e.

u(tt/2 — x) = u(tt/2 + x).

This is true, in particular, for the solutions vk.

3. General theory. Our goal in this section is to exploit the linear structure of (2.6)

for | a | » 1. We assume throughout this section that (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied.

Lemma 3.1 (o--continua). Let X =>= X™ be fixed. Then for any p > 0 there exists

R = R(p) > 0 such that if\o\ < p and(X, o, u) is a solution of (2.6), then \\u\\ < R.

Proof. Let p > 0 be given and assume that the conclusion is false. Then there

exists a sequence of solutions {(X, on, un)), \on\ < p and ||w„|| -» oo and

(3.1) un = XZF(un) + onw.

Dividing (3.1) by ||w„||, letting vn = wJIkJI-1 and recalling (2.2) we obtain

(3.2) vn = Xmxtvn + X£0(||M„||)|Kir' + o„\\un\\-xw.

Hence, {«„} has a subsequence converging to v g E, \\v\\ = 1 and v = Xmxtv, or

equivalently, t; solves equation (2.4) for a = Xmx, i.e. a = a,, for some i, contradict-

ing that X =*= X°f, for any i.

From the above proof, in particular (2.16), we may deduce the following corollary.

Corollary 3.1 (o-continua). Let X * X* be fixed and let {(X, on, un)) be a

sequence of solutions of (2.6) with

(a) ||m„|| -» oo, then {o"„||u„||~') is a bounded sequence, which cannot have 0 as a

limit point;

(b) |on| -» oo, then \\u„\\ -» oo.

Proof. That {cF„||w„||_i} is a bounded sequence follows immediately from (3.2) and

if 0 were a limit point of this sequence, we obtain a contradiction as in the proof of

Lemma 2.1. This proves (a). To see (b), observe that w =*= 0 and, therefore, if ||wj|

were bounded we would obtain a contradiction from (3.1).

For o =*= 0 and v = o'xu, equation (2.6) is equivalent to

(3.3) v = Xt(o-xF(ov)) + w.

With (3.3) we associate the linear problem

(3.4) v = Xmxtv + w,

which by the Fredholm alternative has a unique solution v°° = vf(X), provided

**-i <*<**.       *-0,l,...,

with X°^| = 0. Furthermore, the Leray-Schauder degree of v°° is defined and

(3.5) deg(id - Xmxt - w, B(vco, R),0) = deg(id - Xmxt, B(0, R),0) = ±1,

for any R > 0 and X *= Xf. This is a consequence of the homotopy property applied

to id - Xmxt - tw, t g [0,1] and the fact that id - Xmxt is a linear isomorphism.

For the ODE-model (2.11) we obtain that

(3.6) deg(id - Xm^Z - w, B(vf(X), R),0) = (-1)*
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where w(x) = 1, due to the fact that all eigenvalues a, are simple. In Figures 1-4

particular solutions for o = 0 and the vf(X) are represented by fat dots. The sign ±

attached to them indicates their Leray-Schauder degree.

As a consequence of Lemma 3.1 and (3.5) we have the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2 (o-continua). Let X =*= Xf be fixed and let e > 0 be given. Then there

exists ox > 0 such that:

(a) j/(X, a, v) is any solution of (3.3) and\o\ > ox then \\v — vx\\ < e;

(b) problem (3.3) has a solution for each a with \o\ > a^.

Proof. First, we have the following inequality for v G E\ (0):

\\Xt(o-xF(ov)) - Xmwtv\\ ^ IXllieilHo-'Ffoc) - mxv\\

= \X\\\£\\\\v\\\\o~xv\\o(\\ov\\) = V(v,o).

Now, since £ is compact (i.e., id — Am^L3 — w is a closed map) and vx is a unique

solution of (3.4) we have that

inf{||o - Xmx£v - w\\: ||u°° - o|| > e) = 8 > 0.

Thus, for |a | sufficiently large, problem (3.3) will not have any solution v with

||u — u°°|| 3s e. This proves (a). To see (b), choose ox > 0 such that r)(v, o) < 8/2

for all |a| ^ ox and v such that ||u - vx\\ = e. Define

h(v,t):= v - tX£(o-xF(ov)) - (1 - t)Xmxtv - w.

Then h(v, t) =*= 0 for all / g [0,1] and \\v — u°°|| = e and, consequently, the homo-

topy property implies that

deg(id - Xt(o-xF(o)) - w, B(vx,e),0)

= deg(id - Xw^E - w, B(vxy e),0) = ±1,

which proves (b).

The above results may be combined to yield the following global continuation

theorem for X-sections of the set of all solutions (X, a, u) of problem (2.6).

Theorem 3.1 (o-continua). Let X * X*\ i = 0,1,2,..., be fixed. Then there exists

a continuum S c (X) X 2 X E, such that:

(a) if(X, o, u) G S, then (X, a, u) solves (2.6);

(b) ifTT-z'. A X E -* 2 is the projection onto 2, then 77y(S) = 2;

(c) if{(X, on,u„)) c S and\on\ -+ oo, then o,;]u„ -» vx.

Proof. It follows from the above results that there exists an open set 0 c (X) X 2

X E, with 0O = {u: (X, o, u) e 0) bounded for each a G 2, such that all solutions of

(2.6) are, for each fixed o, contained in 0a, and

deg(id-X£/-- ow,6o,0) = deg(id - Xm^t - w, B(vx, e),0).

Thus, (a) and (b) follow from Lemmata 3.1 and 3.2 together with Theorem 2.2.

Finally, if {(X, a„, «„)} c S and |a„| -» oc, then according to Corollary 3.1, ||«„|| -» oo

and (t>„ = o~xun) remains bounded. Using equation (3.3) we obtain

% = *™x£v„ + M\vn\\t{\\onvn\\-]o(\\onvn\\)) - w.
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Thus, {vn} has a convergent subsequence which converges to a solution of problem

(3.4). However, (3.4) is uniquely solvable by u°°.

Remark 3.1. Because of hypothesis (2.2) we may, in fact, assert that for \o\ » 1

the a-section S0 = {u: (X, a, u) g S) is a single point, and that S may be parame-

trized by o over the intervals [ox, oo ) and (-oo, -ox ], where ox » 1.

So far we have studied a-continua for X =*= X*1 fixed. Now we study X-continua for

o fixed. We will see that by imbedding the X-parameter problem (1.1) into the (X, a)

problem (1.3) allows for a new and simple approach to a bifurcation from infinity

analysis of problem (1.1). More generally, assume we are given a problem

(3.7) u-XG(u) = 0

in some Banach space E 3 u, and X g R. Let

G(u) = Lu + ®(u),

where L is compact linear, $ is completely continuous and ||m||~'<1>(u)-»0 as

||u|| -* oo. Furthermore, assume that Xx is a characteristic value of L of odd

multiplicity. Then (3.7) has a bifurcation from infinity at Xx. The by now classical

approach to such a problem [14] is to study the transformation v = ||w||~2h. Our

approach here is to imbed (3.7) into the two-parameter problem (w g E \ (0)),

(3.8) u = XG(u) + ow.

As an example for (3.7) we investigate (1.1).

Theorem 3.2 (X-continua). Let a, be an eigenvalue of (2.4) of odd multiplicity and

let e > 0 be so small that [Xx — e, Xf + e] does not contain Xx,j =*= i. Then there exists

an R = R(e), such that

[Xx - e, Xx + e] X (0) X (E\B(0,R))

contains an unbounded continuum Q C A X (0) X E of solutions for (2.6) (a = 0).

Proof. Firstly, from Lemma 3.1 we may find an R = R(e) > 0, such that if

\o\ s£ p, p > 0, and (X, o, u) is a solution of (2.6), X = X°° + e, then ||w|| < R.

Moreover, the discussion in the proof of Lemma 3.2 implies that

deg(id - (Xf - e)£F- ow, B(0, R),0) = deg(id - (X? - e)mMt, B(0, R),0),

deg(id- (Xf + e)£F-ow, B(0, R),0) = deg(id - (X? + e)w00£, B(0, R),0)

for all \o\ < p. However, since a, is of odd multiplicity it follows (see [13]) that

deg(id - (X? - z)mjL, B(0, R),0) ■ deg(id - (X? + e)mj,, 5(0, R),0) = -1.

Thus, we may apply Theorem 2.3.

We have seen that the imbedding of problem (1.1) into (1.3) allows an elegant way

for the computation of degrees near infinity. Obviously, the behaviour of / near the

origin is unimportant for the validity of the result and it is obvius how to establish

and prove a result for (3.7). If L is an ordinary differential operator and / satisfies

(2.2) then the branches bifurcating from infinity at X^ will inherit the nodal structure

of the linear problem and, consequently, may not bifurcate from infinity at any

other X°°. To see this one may employ arguments similar to those in [13,17].
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4. Particular a-subcontinua. Throughout this section we assume that/satisfies (2.2)

and (2.8) and that <t>(x) > 0 for x g 38. Our goal is the investigation of particular

a-continua of solutions of (2.6). In particular, we want to show the existence of some

of the subcontinua which are displayed in Figures 1 -4. Our first goal is to show that

there is a subcontinuum of solutions of (2.6) for every X > max{X°0, Xx] fixed in

2 X £ which connects %(X) with ^(X) (resp. 9l0(X) with ^(X)). We introduce

some further notation:

6£(X) c {X} x2 x E,       X>0fixed,

(4'^ &(X) = ((X, o, u) solving (2.6)};

%(X) c (X) X 2 X E,       X>0fixed,
(4.2)

%(X) = {(X,o,u): umax = max{u(x): x G cl8} < s°);

CV<X'(X) c (X) X 2 x E,       X > 0 fixed,

(4'3) T»(X) = {(X,«r,«):«max>,»};

%°°(X) c {X} X 2 x E,       X > 0 fixed,

(4'4) %~(X) = {(X,o,u):sl<umax<sx};

%(X) c (X) X 2 X £,       X > 0 fixed,

^4'5) <¥(X) = {(X, o, u): u(x) > 0, x g 8};

(4.6) %*(\) = ((X, a, u) G m(X): r < \\u\\ < R).

To establish the existence of the desired continua we collect some auxiliary lemmata.

Lemma 4.1. Let v be a solution of

Lv + Bv = 0,     x g 8,

(     ' v = <p,    x g 38,

and let B > a0. Then v assumes negative values in 8.

Proof. Recall that $(x) > 0 for x g 38. Assume that v(x) > 0 for all x g 8.

Thus, by the minimum principle [4, p. 32] we have that v(x) > 0 for x g 8. Since

Lv + a0v < 0,    x g 8,

it follows that v is a positive upper solution of

Lu + a0u = 0,     x G 8,

(4'8) u = 4>,    xg38.

Furthermore, the trivial solution is a lower solution of (4.8). Hence, (4.8) has a

solution w (see Theorem 3.2 of [15]) with 0 ^ w < v. Again the minimum principle

implies that w(x) > 0 for x g 8. Now let 90 be the positive eigenfunction of (2.4)

corresponding to a0. We may assume that

0 < e0(x) < w(x)    forxeO.

Let jti* = sup{jn: w(x) - fi60(x) > 0, x g 8), and let

w* = w - ju*0o-
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Then w+ is a solution of (4.8) with w*(x) = 0 for some x g 8. Since w*(x) > 0 in 8

we again get a contradiction to the minimum principle.

Remark 4.1. If L is the Laplace operator, then the conclusion of Lemma 4.1 is

merely a consequence of the strong maximum principle [4, p. 33] and Green's

identity: multiply (4.7) by 0O and integrate to obtain

(Au0o+ B(v60 = 0

and then

rl/9

(vA0o + B[v6o- f  ^ = 0,

or

(B-a0)fv60=(  ^<t>,

which implies v(x) < 0 for some x, because 360/dv < 0.

Lemma 4.2 (o-continua). Let X > X0 be fixed. Then there exists o+> 0, such that

(4.9) X+(X) = A(X) n (W(X) U F0°°(X)) n {X} x[a+,oo) X E = 0.

Proof. Assume that there exists {(X, on, un)) c X+(X) such that on -* oo. Then it

follows from Theorem 3.1(c) that o~xun -» vx, where u°° solves (2.7) with Xw^ = B

> «0. If un(x) > 0 for x g 8, then v°°(x) > 0 for x g 8. However, since B > a0,

Lemma 4.1 implies that v assumes negative values and this is a contradiction. If

s+< («„)max < sx, then there exists x G 8 such that voc(x) = 0 and vx has a local

maximum at x. Hence, Lvx > 0 in a neighborhood of x and thus, by the maximum

principle [4, p. 32] it follows that v°° = 0 in such a neighborhood and, since

vx(x) = <j>(x) > 0 for x G 38, the minimum principle yields v°° = 0, which again is

a contradiction. This proves the existence of o + .

Lemma 4.3 (o--continua). Let X > Xx be fixed. Then there exists o_< 0, such that

(4.10) X~(X) = A(X) n K0°°(X) n (X) x(-oo,a_] XE = 0.

Proof. Assume that there exists {(X, on, un)) c X'(X) such that on -» -oo. Then it

follows from Theorem 3.1(c) that o~xu„ -* vx, where v°° solves (2.7) and Xmx = B

> a0. Since s°+< (u„)max < sx it follows, however, that vx(x) > 0 for x g 8,

contradicting Lemma 4.1.

Let o + , o_ be such that (4.9) and (4.10) hold. Define

%(X)c {X}x2 X E,       X>0fixed,

6li(X) = {(X,o,u): umin = min{u(x):x g cl 8) < 0}

and a X-section of solutions

(4.12)   y(x) = ffi(X) n ((^(X) n (X) X [0, a+] X £)

u(%-(X)n%(X))x(X)x[a_,a+]x£},

where r > 0, R > 0 are described later.
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Lemma 4.4. Let s > 0 be such that f(s) < 0 and let (X, a, u) G ^(X) with o < 0.

Then

wmax = max{u(x): jGclfl}*s.

Proof. If s is such that f(s) < 0 or f(s) = 0 and /(s - e) < 0 for e «: 1, and

"max = s> tnen « assumes its maximum at an interior point x (<t>(x) > 0 for x g 38),

hence

Lu = -Xf(u) > 0

in a neighborhood of x, which, due to the maximum principle, is impossible unless

u = s. But since u(x) = o<f>(x) for x g 38 and o < 0, u cannot be constant. If

f(s) = 0 and f(s — e) > 0 for e <k 1 define u = 5 and apply the minimum principle

to v — u.

We now specify r > 0 and R > 0 in (4.12).

Lemma 4.5 ( ct-continua). Let X =*= Xf, / = 0,1,2. be fixed. Then there exists

R > 0 5wc/z ?/iaf;/

(X,a,U)G(J(X)n{X)x [0,a+] x£n (t(A)uf(A))

r/z<m ||u|| < 5.

Proof. We may apply Lemma 3.1.

Lemma 4.6 (o-continua). Let X > X°0 be fixed. Then there exists r > 0 such that if

(X,a,M)G(J(X)n(X}x [0,a + ] x£n (<¥(X) u %"(X))

tfze/7 ||«|| > r.

Proof. There is nothing to prove for (X, a, u) g ^""(X). Assume that there exists

{(X,a„, «„)} c <*> x i°< <r+] X £ n <¥(X) n S(X)and||un|| -> 0.Thent;„ = \\un\\-xu„

satisfies

t)„ = xm0tvn + xe(i|Mjrio(Mj) + iKirV-

Thus, ||M„ir'a„ is bounded and we may assume that ||w„ir'o-„ -» y > 0. Moreover, we

obtain that {vn} has a convergent subsequence converging to v. Observe that

v(x) > 0 for x g 8 and that

Lv + Xm0v = 0,     x G 8,

u = y<}>,    a: g 38,

we thus obtain a contradiction to Lemma 4.1, because Xm0 > a0.

We may summarize our considerations above in Figure 6, where dark shaded

regions represent regions in (X) X 2 X £, which have empty intersection with ^(X).
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umax

R     >

—— . ' s+ Jv      p

»<0 <r~ »+ o>0

Figure 6.

The goal is now to use the 'a priori' bounds on solutions in ^(X) to establish a

continuum from ^P0(X) to ^(X) (see also Figures 2-4).

Theorem 4.1 (o-continua). Let X > max{X°0, Xx) andX =* X°f be fixed. Then there

exists a continuum 9(X) c <3(X) such that

9(\) n %(X) * 0 * 9(X) n 9JX).

Proof. We first argue that f(X) is a compact subset of (£(X). Since §(X) is

bounded it is certainly relatively compact as the image of a completely continuous

operator. Thus, it suffices to show that f (X) is closed in &(X). To see this, observe

that

^(X) c &(X) n [(X) X[0,oo) X£U

{cl%°°(X)ncl%(X)n<X}x(-oo,0] x£}] = ffi(X)

and that the set %(X) is closed in 6E(X). Then the compactness of f (X) follows,

because f(X) is isolated in <8>(X). To obtain <3>(X), we argue in the spirit of the

Leray-Schauder continuation principle since %(X) and ^(X) are nonempty closed

subsets of ^(X). Hence, using Lemma 2.1 it suffices to show that assuming that

f(X) = K0 U Kx with

KonKx=0,       %(X)cK0,       9jX)czKx

leads to a contradiction. This contradiction will be obtained by employing the

generalized homotopy property of degree and Lemma 2.2. Hence, assume that closed
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sets K0 and Kx, with the above properties, exist. Then we may find an open and

bounded subset T c (X) X 2 X £ such that K0 c r,

6E(X) n 3r c (X) x(-oo,0] X {« G £: umax < s°+ or umax > sx),

6E(X) n3r n (X) x [0,oo) x £ = 0,

ffi(X)nrn (X}x{0) x£

= (X) X (0} X {u g £: «(x) > 0, x g 8,or.s°< «max < *~}.

Furthermore, T n (X) X (a) X E = 0 for a > a+ and a < a_. Let us abbreviate the

compact vectorfield id — X££ — ow = Ga. Then,

deg(G„,r n {X} X (a) X £,0) = dx    for all a > 0,

and dx = 0, because T n {X} X (a) X £ = 0 for a > a+. On the other hand,

deg(G0,T n (X) X (0} X£,0)

= deg(c70, U{%(X)),0) + deg(G0, Tn%x n (X) X {0} X £,0),

where Lf(t3)0(X)) is an isolating neighborhood of %(X) in £ and

deg(Go,f/(%(X)),0)= +1.

However,

deg(G„, r n %°° n (X) X (a) X £,0) = d2

for all o < 0 and J2 = 0, because T n %°°(X) X {X} X {a} X £ = 0 for a < a_.

Thus we arrive at a contradiction.

Remark 4.2. In Figure 6 we indicate two possible continua for ^(X). Without

further assumptions on / we cannot exclude that ^(X) has nontrivial sections in

%°°(X) n (X) X {0} X E for a < 0. Indeed, Brown and Budin [3] and Hess [5] have

proved the existence of solutions to (2.6) for o = 0 and X sufficiently large so that

5°< |wl < s + . It is unknown to us whether 9(X) will, in fact, pass through these

solutions, whenever they exist. Our numerical experiments seem to indicate that this

is indeed so.

Remark 4.3. Due to assumption (2.8) our problem (2.3), or equivalently (2.6), will

also have a continuum

9L(X) c ({(X,o,u):X > 0 fixed, a g [o*,0],u(x) < 0, x g 8}

U ((X,a, u):X> 0 fixed,

a g [o*, a*], sx < Umia < s°_and umax > 0}) n &(X)

such that

9l(X) n 9l0(X) * 0 * 9l(X) n ^(X)

for all X > max(X°0, X^} and X * Xx fixed. (See Lemma 2.2 for notation.) Here

a* < 0 and a* > 0 are constants which are guaranteed by results analogous to

Lemmata 4.2 and 4.3. Figures 2-4 display C$(X) and 9l(X) for different choices of X

assuming that there are no solutions as discussed in Remark 4.2, i.e. 'eP(X) has no
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nontrivial a-sections for a < 0, and 9l(X) has no nontrivial a-sections for a > 0. If

(2.8) is not satisfied but

0 < s°+< sx < oo,

or alternatively

-oo < sx < s°< 0,

then 'dP(X), or alternatively 91 (X), would still exist according to our previous

argument.

We have seen in Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.3 that the set of all solutions of the

two-parameter problem (2.6) has structural properties which are independent of X if

we look at X-sections. These are the subcontinua ^P(X) and 91 (X). In our next results

we discuss the X-sections for ||u|| sufficiently small and |w| sufficiently large.

For fixed X > 0 let

^o(X) = {(X,0, u) G &(X): 0 < wmax < s°+ and

s°< u(x) < S°+,X G 8),

91t0~(X) = ((X,0, u) g &(X): s°_< umin < 0 and

s°< u(x) <S%,X G 8},

^KW = <(M, u) g &(X):umax > sx),

ffXlx(X) = {(X,0,u)^&(X):umin<sx).

We wish to demonstrate the existence of a continuum in (X) X 2 X £ connecting

91Lo and c91t0' with (X) X {0} X (0). To this end we first observe the following lemma.

Lemma 4.7. Let X * X°, i = 0,1,2,... and let L/(9H+(X)) and £/£(9l0(X)) be

isolating e-neighborhoods oftyfl^X) and%0(X). Then

-deg(id - X££,t/e(91L0+(X)),0) = deg(id - X££, 5E(0),0),

where Be(0) is an isolating e-neighborhood of{X) X (0) X (0).

Proof. Let R = {(X,0, u): s° < u(x) < j°, x g 8). Then we may conclude from

Lemma 4.4 and the homotopy property that

deg(id - X£F,R,0) = +1

and, by the additivity property,

deg(id - X££, R,0) = deg(id - X££, 5E(0),0)

+ deg(id - X££,c/(9H^(X)),0) + deg(id - X££,c/(9l0(X)),0).

Thus, the result follows from Lemma 2.2.

Theorem 4.2 (o-continua). Let X * X° and X * X°°, i = 0,1,2,..., and X > X°0

fixed. Then there exists a continuum 0(X) with

(4.14)

0(X) c &(X) n {(X,o, u):o<0and0<umax< s°+) U <DHJ(X) U (X,0,0),

(4.15) {(X,O,O)}G0(X)    and   0(X) n 91Lj(X) * 0 .
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Proof. Again our proof will be a combination of Lemma 2.1, appropriate 'a

priori' bounds and the Leray-Schauder continuation principle: We first note that

there must exist o_< 0, such that whenever (X, a, u) e ffi(X) and 0 < umax < s°,

then o > o_. This follows by much the same arguments as used for the proof of

Lemmata 4.2 and 4.3, exploiting Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.1 once again. We may

summarize these considerations and Lemma 4.4 in Figure 7, where the shaded

regions represent regions in (X) x 2 X £, which have empty intersection with <S,(X).

■ml "max

I _---4-S-a - tf0M

i    ^L0(x)

a    l^i
W"™™™\ »-—0

Figure 7.

Since deg(id-X££,t/e(91t+(X)),0)*0 by Lemma 4.7 (X * X° implies that

deg(id- X££, 5„(0),0) = ±1 by the Leray-Schauder formula [7]) we may conclude

that there exists a continuum 0(X) c 62(X) such that

(a)     6(X)n91tJ(X)* 0,

(4.16)     (b)     (X,o,u)e0(X),       a<0^o> a_and0 < umax < s°+,

(c)     (X,0,u*)e6(X)\9lt + (X)    forsomew*.

Indeed, letting V(X) be the open set (in (X) X (0) x £),

V(X) = R\{Ue(Vt+0(X))uUs(%0(X))},

then

deg(id - X££, V(X),0) = deg(id - X££, Bc(0),0),

where R is defined as in the proof of Lemma 4.7. Thus, letting

yl=9H°(X)    and   B = &(X) n F(X)

we have that ^ * 0 * 5 and we can argue as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 to

obtain, with the aid of Lemma 2.1 and the generalized homotopy property of degree,
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G(X) satisfying (a) and (c). To see (b), assume that there is a sequence {(X, on, un)) c

6(X) with on < 0 and (M„)max > 0 and such that lima„ = o < 0 and lim un = u with

"max ^ 0. Then umaK = 0, which yields a contradiction to the maximum principle.

This proves (4.14). To prove (4.15) we must show that B = ((X,0,0)}. Thus, assume

that there is a sequence ((X, on, u„)) c 0(X) with o„ < 0 and lima,, = 0,  and

("«)max > 0 and limun = "*. such that u* * 0 and (A>°, "*) £ 9H°(X). Since

a = 0, u* solves (2.3) with u*(x) = 0, x g 38. Now, if m*(x) = 0 for some x g 8 we

would have a contradiction to the maximum principle. If u*(x) < 0 for all x g 8, let

x„ g 8 be a sequence such that un(x„) = (un)max. Then Vu„(x„) = 0 and we may

assume that (x„) converges to x0. Since u*(x) < 0 we may conclude that x0 g 38.

Finally, we have C1-convergence of (u„) and, therefore, we may conclude that

Vu*(x0) = 0. Thus,

-g7K)   =   0,

where v is the outer normal of 38, and this is in contradiction to the strong

maximum principle (cf. [4, p. 33]).

Our next goal is to discuss a particular example (see (4.19)) for which we can show

that Figure 8 is valid for all X* = X°0 - e, 0 < e «: 1, and that Figure 9 is valid for

all X* = X°0 -I- e, 0 < e •« 1 (see also Figures 1, 2).

u
max

u   •
*    n              unn

Figure 8-     (X =Aq-e)_

U
max

mmmmmmmmso

m-    ^_^-    >0

Figure 9.     (A ^p-fre)     umin_

The reason for our interest in these particular a-continua is that they constitute an

unfolding of a pitchfork bifurcation of the homogeneous problem (2.6) in A X (0) X

£ at X°0. Figure 10 shows a cusp in A X 2 X £ of solutions of the two-parameter

problem (2.6) which allows the interpretation that Figures 8 and 9 are just X-sections

of this singularity surface.
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turaax /V^

<k0 V  a>0       /  ;\ \^

umin      C !        \ \^cCT"^

Figure 10.     (Cusp)    XQ-e     \Q        XQ+e

For this interpretation we have to show

911° (X*) = a unique positive solution,       X* = X°0 + e,

911° (X*) = a unique negative solution,       X* = X°0 + e;

/for X* = X°0 - e there exists a continuum 0(X*) c {X*} X 2

I X £ of solutions for (2.6), such that if (X*, o, w) g 0(X*) and

(       ^       U > 0, then u(x) > 0, x e 8; (X*, o, u) g 0(X*) and o < 0,

(then u(x) < 0, x e 8.

Then Theorem 4.2 together with (4.17) constitute Figure 9, because Theorem 4.2 has

the obvious analogue, that 91t°(X*), X* > X°0, may via positive o be connected to

(X,0,0). Furthermore (4.18) constitutes Figure 8. Our further assumptions on

problem (2.3), which permit us to show (4.17) and (4.18), are

(4.19)        Lu = Ah;        / e Cx and f(s)/s < m0 for s? < s < s°+, s * 0.

The following lemma will be useful.

Lemma 4.8. Let (X, o, u) be a solution of (2.3). Furthermore, let Qp c cl 8 (possibly

8=8) be such that

u(x) > 0,    x G Qp,

(4'20) u(x) = 0,    x(=dQp,

Then X > X°0.

Proof. (Assume 8p =* 8, the other case may be treated similarly.) Note that u

satisfies the equation

Aw + X(f(u)/u)u = 0,    x^Qp,

u = 0,    x g 38,.

Let v be a positive eigenfunction of A corresponding to a0 = X°0w0, i.e.

Ad + a0v = 0,     x G 8,

o = 0,    jc g 38.
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Hence,

/   [Auw - Auv] + f [a0 - Xf(u)/u]uv = 0,

i.e. by Green's identity (v the outer normal of 38p)

-/3J^-"t]+4tao-^(«)/«]"« = 0.

Note that

t        ou        3ul
/ U-r- - M-r-     < 0,

because «(x) = 0, * g 98^ and au(x)/av < 0, jc g 98 due to the strong maxi-

mum principle (see [4, p. 33]). Thus X > X°0.

We now prove (4.18).  First, we note that if X* = X°0 - e, 0 < e «: 1,  then

(Leray-Schauder formula)

deg(id - X*££, B8(0),0) = ±1,

and, therefore, the solution (X*,0,0) can be continued due to the Leray-Schauder

continuation principle on a compact a-interval in (X*) X 2 X £. This provides a

continuum 0(X*) for which we need to verify (4.18). Assume that there exists

(X*, a, w)G 0(X*)with

X* = X°0 - e,        a < 0,        u(x)<0,        x G 8.

Let 8p c 8 be the domain such that

u(x) > 0,    x g 8

u(x) = 0,    x g 98p.

We may apply Lemma 4.8 to obtain a contradiction. The argument for o > 0 is

analogous. This proves (4.18). To show (4.17) we recall that due to the maximum

principle and the Krein-Rutman Theorem a0, the principal eigenvalue of A with

respect to 8, is simple and therefore we may apply a theorem of Crandall and

Rabinowitz [13] to conclude that the bifurcation from zero, for problem (2.6) in

A X (0) X £ at X°0 = a0m0, is locally given by smooth curves of positive and

negative solutions, which can be parametrized over X and which are locally unique.

Thus, it suffices to show that:

t.~,\        These curves constitute a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation,

(see Figure 11)

and

jA~~\        that if (X,0, u)  is  a  solution  of (2.6)  with X < X°0  and

^       '        s°< u(x)< s°+, then u = 0.
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Figure 11.     (Pitchfork-Bifurcation)_

To show (4.21) suppose there is a positive solution (X,0, u), X < X°0, with 0 < u(x)

< s°+, x G 8. Then we may apply Lemma 4.8 with 8 = Q,p to obtain a contradiction.

The argument for negative solutions is analogous. To show (4.22) suppose there is a

solution (X,0, u) of (2.6) with X < X°0 and u(x) changes sign in 8. Then, again we

may apply Lemma 4.8 to obtain a contradiction. This proves (4.17).

Remark 4.4. It is noteworthy that we have obtained an unfolding interpretation

for problem (2.6) without imposing any conditions of/" and /'" as seems to be

necessary in a singularity theory approach.

Similarly to the above discussion we also can characterize solutions (X, a, u) for

\o\ large and |w| large. Let S(X) be the a-continuum of Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 4.3 (o-continua). Let X > Xx and letX =* Xx, i = 1,2,3,_Then there

exists a subcontinuum 2+(X) c S(X) of solutions in (X) X   [0, oo ) X £ such that

772(2"(X))=[0,oo)    and   2+(X) n (X) X (0} X £ c 9R,-(X).

Furthermore, if Ue is an isolating neighborhood o/9tL0O(X) in E, then

deg(id - X£F,&r(9R,-(X)),0) = deg(id - Xmx£, B((vx),0).

Proof. We have shown in Theorem 3.1 that if (X, on, «„) e S(X) and on -» oo

then o~xun -* vx. Hence, due to Lemma 4.1, o~xun must have a negative minimum

in 8 and consequently wmin < sx for on » 1. Now it follows from Lemma 4.4 that

(2.6) may not have any solution with wmin = sx. Hence, S(X) will have a subcon-

tinuum with the desired properties and the degree computation is a consequence of

the homotopy property.

In a completely analogous way one proves the existence of a subcontinuum

2"(X)c S(X) such that

»s(a_(X)) =(-oo,0],       2"(X) n (X) x {0} x £ c 91t+(X).

These constitute the a-continua in Figures 2-4. In particular, in Figure 3 it is

apparent that one should not think of 2+(X) as a single curve. Also note that

2+(X) n (X) X (0) X £ is not a single point. Summarizing we have the following

" universal" subcontinua in S(X):

(a) connections from %(X) to ^(X) and 9l0(X) to ^(X),

(B) connections from 9Hq (X) and 9H0(X) to (X, 0,0),
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(y) connections from 91t+(X) and 91t~ (X) to (X, ox, ux), where

|a°°| » 1    and    \\(oxylux - v°°\\ «k 1.

This leads to the view that we can, in a quite natural and obvious way, distinguish an

"inner world" in &(X) corresponding to (B) from an "outer world" in &(X)

corresponding to (y). In this regard the continua of (a) serve as a connection from

the "inner" to the "outer world". In §5 we will see that the "symmetries" between

the "inner" and "outer world" are much richer.

One possibility to establish a more rigorous correspondence between the "inner"

and "outer world" is by analyzing the transformation

£\(0) 3 u -> v = u\\u\\~2,

the reflection with respect to the unit sphere. Let X =*= X°, X =*= Xf, / = 0,1,2,..., and

let (X, o, u) be a solution of (2.6). Then v satisfies the equation

(4.23) v = X£(||t;||2£(t)|Hr2)) + a • \\v\\-2w.

Now let (X, o, u) lie on the continuum ©(X) whose existence was established in

Theorem 4.2. Then, as o -> 0 we have that either ||u|| -* 0 or that (X, o, u) —>

(X,0, «*) g 91Lq(X), i.e., s° < u*(x) < s°+ and 0 < «*„ < s°. We introduce a new

parameter

(4.24) tj = 7)(w) = o-||m||~2.

Then, for all (X, o, u) G 0(X) we have that tj < 0 and we claim that tj covers the

interval (-oo,0 ] as (X, o, u) ranges over 0(X): Clearly, if o -* 0 and (X, a, u) ->

(X, 0, u*) then r/ -> 0. On the other hand, if ||«|| -* 0, then we may consider problem

(2.6)

u = XtF(u) + ow,

divide by ||w||, let v = m||m||_1 and obtain

(4.25) v = Xw0£u + X£(o(||M||)||M|r1) + o\\u\\-xw.

Hence, ou~x ■** 0, for otherwise the linear problem

u = Xw0£w

would have a nontrivial solution, which is impossible since X * X°, i = 0,1,2,_

Hence, tj -» -oo as ||w|| -» 0, o —> 0 for (X, o, u) g 0(X).

We next consider the equation

(4.26) t) = X£(||U||2£(t)||l;|r2))+T,w,        r, G R,

and observe that it shares essential properties with equation (2.6) with the nonlinear

term £ replaced by the nonlinear term above (which no longer is the Nemits'kii

operator associated with a function /: R -> R). The considerations of §3, neverthe-

less, may be applied, as one may check by verifying Lemmata 3.1, 3.2 and Corollary

3.1 appropriately stated for this equation. Analyzing solutions (X,o,m)g0(X)

(from the "inner world") is then equivalent to studying solutions of (4.23). In

particular, if (X, o, u) -» (X, 0,0) then tj"]v -* vx, where vx is the unique solution of

(3.4). An analogue of Theorem 4.3 may hence be established to conclude that, in
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fact, (X, tj, v) will lie on a subcontinuum S"(X) c {X} X (-00,0 ] X £ of solutions

of (4.26) with the same structural properties as 2"(X). Note that v satisfies the

functional differential equation

(427) ^ + A|M|2/(t;|Mr2) = 0,       xg8,

v = tj<£,    x e 38,

and since rx = (5°)"' is the largest positive zero of the function g(r) = r-2f(r), it

follows as in Theorem 4.3 that for (X, tj, v) e S"(X), umax > (jt°)"'. Thus, the

structure of the subcontinuum 0(X) in Theorem 4.2 may be understood by studying

the continuum 2~(X) established by the related problem (4.27). These considerations

will be exploited in greater detail in the next section.

Remark 4.5. If we consider problem (2.3) with the boundary data <f> = 1, then for

every o such that/(a) = 0, u = a will be a solution of (2.3). Hence, if s, is a zero of

/, letting v(x) = u(x) - *,,/(•) = /(• + st) we obtain the problem

(428) Lv + Xf(v) = 0,       *G8,

v = 0 — s,■ = a,        x G 98,

which is a problem similar to the one studied before. Hence, if st is such that

f(Sj) = 0, then we may conclude via the previous results applied to (4.28) that the

a-continua of (2.3) will, in fact, contain (X, st, u = st) and that the 'world' surround-

ing this solution will have a similar structure to the 'inner worlds' described earlier

provided/'(i;) > 0. This observation, in the context of continuation principles, has

the obvious implication that any one of the stationary solutions may be chosen as a

starting point for the a-continuum. This may provide considerable computational

savings in the computation of nontrivial solutions of the homogeneous problem

whose norm is large.

5. Ordinary differential equations. The goal of this section is to establish Figures

1 -4 for the ordinary differential equation

f       x u" + Xf(u) = 0,       0 < X < TT,

u(0) = o = u(tt)

which is a particular case of problem (2.3). Here /is a C1 function satisfying (2.2)

and (2.8), e.g. Figure 12 gives a typical picture.

f(s) /

m=s 'y

r\ \   r\   -.. /

/y m s

Figure 12. (Nonlinearity)_
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The essential features which we will exploit are the nodal structure of solutions

together with the fundamental symmetries (2.14) and the properties of solutions of

the linearization

(5.2) v" + Xmxv = 0,       o(0) = 1 = v(it).

We need the following properties of the explicit solutions vx(X) (see (2.12)) of (5.2).

Let Xmx=*n2,  «= 1,2,3,—  Then  vx(X)  is  symmetric

about 77/2- Furthermore, vf(X) and vf+ X(X), k = 1,3,5,...,

I have (k + 1) interior zeros in (0, tt) and these zeros are

^53> \ simple. Moreover, (t^(X))'(0) • (i;*(X))'(7r) < 0 for all Xmx

*n2,  and sign(c^(X))'(0) = (-1)*; also

,   deg(id-Xmx£-l,Bc(vf(X)),0) = (-l)k,       k = 0,1,2,....

Applying Theorem 3.2 to the homogeneous problem

u" + X/(u) = 0, 0 < x < IT,

(5,4) «(0) = 0 = u(tt)

we conclude that Xx = (k + \)2mx, k = 0,1,2,..., is a point of bifurcation from

infinity, where continua +QX, ~QX c A X (0}x£ bifurcate which have the follow-

ing properties:

/ +GX, ~6X are unbounded with respect to X; (X,0, u) g +8x,

/, ,x J then   u   has   precisely   k   nodes   in   (0, tt)   and   u'(0) > 0;

j (X,0, u) G"C^, then u has precisely k nodes in (0, tt) and

U'(0)< 0.

A similar situation will be the case for bifurcation from zero at the bifurcation points

X°k = (k + \)2m~Qx, k = 0,1,2, — The corresponding X-continua will be denoted by

For the discussion to follow we make the following assumption:

/ ±QX and ±(S°, k = 0,1,2,..., may be parametrized by X,

(5.6) ( and, there are no solutions (X, 0, u) of (5.4) with \sx\ < ||u|| <

\\S°\   OTS0+^\\U\\ <SX

The first assumption, of course, is difficult to verify in practice and also includes the

supposition that ±QX and ±S° do not undergo secondary bifurcation in A X (0) X £.

Typical examples are discussed in [18]. The second assumption, e.g. would be

guaranteed if //o+ f(s) ds = 0 and //- f(s) ds = 0 would imply that r_< sx and

r+> sx. Other conditions on / are of course possible. Moroever, it follows from

elementary degree calculations that if (A: = 0,1,2,... )

(X,0,M)G±e~,    thendeg(id-X££,c/,0) = (-l)/t+l,

(X,0, u) g ±S°,     then deg(id - X££, UE,0) = (-1)*,
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where Ue is an isolating neighborhood of u in £. Any solution of (5.4) is a particular

segment of a periodic solution of the phase flow $*, x G R, corresponding to the

vectorfield

V(u,v) = (v,-Xf(u)).

Thus, any solution (X,0, u) of (5.4) for which w'(0) • u'(tt) < 0 is symmetric about

it/2 as a consequence of (2.14). Hence, we may consider ±Q2k and ±Q2k imbedded

in the space

Es= (u^ C°[0,tt]:u(tt/2 - x) = u(tt/2 + x)}

for k = 0,1,2,_Solving (5.4) with respect to £r is equivalent to solving

«"+X/(M)  =  0, 0<X<77/2,

' ^ w(0) = 0 = u'(tt/2)

in £. Problem (5.8), however, has only X°2k and Xxk, k = 0,1,2,..., as bifurcation

points from zero and infinity. It is important to note that the Leray-Schauder degree

of vx(X) computed with respect to £ or Es c £ differs from that previously

computed (see (5.3)),

(5.9)    degi.(id-XWoc£-l,/i£(^(X)),0)={_+]1;    kZ^l^'.'.',''

where Bt(-) is a neighborhood of vx(X) in Es. Likewise the degrees of solutions on

±G2k and ±&2k change when considered in Es (compare with (5.7)):

(X,0, M)G±e^thendeg£(id-X££,c/,0) = (-1)*+I,

(5.10)
(X,0, M)G±(32\thendegi.(id - X£F,Ue,0) = (-1)  ,

where UE is an isolating neighborhood of u in Es. The signs attached to solutions in

Figures 1-4 are to be read as follows: signs without brackets are degrees in £,

whereas signs in brackets are degrees in Es. Furthermore, we note that

(id - X£-oT)(£j c Es

and, therefore, we may apply the theory developed in §§3 and 4 in the subspace £^.

We are now able to establish Figures 1 and 2. For simplicity, we assume furthermore

that m0 = mx, so that X°k = X<£, k = 0,1,2,.... If X < X°0 = Xx, then (5.4) has no

nontrivial solution and the picture for S(X) (according to Theorem 3.1) in Figure 1

follows from Theorem 3.1.

To derive Figure 2,  let X°0 = Xx < X < X°x = Xx.  Observe that i^°(X)  has  a

negative minimum and, therefore, for any

(X,ct,m)g2+(X),m has a negative minimum below sx

and, for any

(X, o, u) g 2"(X), u has a positive maximum above sx.

This establishes the a-subcontinua 2+(X) and 2"(X) in Figure 2. Applying Theorems

4.1 and 4.2 we obtain the a-subcontinua 91 (X), ^(X) and 0(X). This establishes

Figure 2.
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To derive Figure 3 let X°, = Xf < X < X°2 = X^, and analyze the results from §§3

and 4 in more detail. While all above results are also true for the general problem

(2.3), the following is very special for (5.4). Firstly, we notice a fundamental

obstruction: we may look at the a-subcontinua 2+(X) and 2"(X) (according to

Theorem 4.3) both in £ and Es. In Es problem (5.4) does not have solutions (X, 0, u)

with u'(0) ■ u'(tt) > 0 (i.e. u = ux in Figure 3). In fact, for X as chosen above,

problem (5.4) has in Es only solutions (X,0, u) with

u(x) > 0    or    u(x) < 0.

Thus, Theorem 4.3 yields a-subcontinua 2+(X) and 2~(X) in (X) X [0, oo) X Es

and (X) X (-oo,0] X Es, respectively, connecting a solution of (5.1) near

(X, a, ovf (X)) with a negative solution of (5.4) in ~QX(X) and a solution of (5.1)

near ovx(X) with a positive solution in +QX(X), respectively. If, however, we

consider these a-subcontinua 2*(X) and 2~(X) in the total space £ we observe an

obstruction due to the homotopy property of degree and the calculations (5.3), (5.7),

(5.9) and (5.10). In other words, 2+(X) cannot be identical with 2,+ (X), and 2 ~(X)

cannot be identical with 2~(X). And we conclude that along 2*(X) and 2j(X) in

(X) X 2 X £ there must be a secondary bifurcation, because, e.g.

deg(id - X££ - ow, r.(e),0) = { +1'     ° ^

where T(e) is a tubular neighborhood of 2*(X) in (X) X [0, oo) X £ and ro(e) is its

a-section. A similar obstruction occurs, if one considers 0S(X) according to Theorem

4.2 in (X) X 2 X Es and 0(X) according to Theorem 4.2 in (X) X 2 X £ (see Figure

3). Again a secondary bifurcation along 0^(X) must occur. These secondary bifur-

cations are typical for all parameter intervals

(5.11) X02k_x=Xxk_x<X<X°2k = Xxk,       k= 1,2,3,...,

because there the relevant degrees along &*(X), 2~(X) and 0,(X) provide an

obstruction according to (5.3), (5.7), (5.9) and (5.10). These bifurcations go along

with another very singular phenomenon and that is the existence of a-subcontinua in

(X) X 2 X £ which are homeomorphic to S1.

Lemma 5.1 (o-continua). Let X satisfy (5.11). Then under the above assumptions on

f, problem (5.1) admits o-subcontinua

S2°°*-i(*)> S2V.O) c {X} X 2 X £\{0)

such that

s2V,(x)^s^s2V,(x),

and these bifurcate from infinity at Xxk_x (resp. from zero at X°2k_x) in A X 2 X £.

Proof. If X satisfies (5.11), then the homogeneous problem (5.4) admits the

following solutions: (X,0,±ufk_x) g^G^^X), (X,0, ± u°2k_x) e ±G°k__x(X) such

that

( + "?*-.)mas>*?> ('«&-.)„*,< *-",

0<Cu°2k_x)maii<sl,       0>(-M°,_1)min>5_°
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and all four solutions have precisely (2k — 1) simple zeros in (0, tt). Now let u be

any of these four solutions. Then (u(x), u'(x)), x g [0, tt], constitutes a smooth

periodic orbit for the phase flow $r corresponding to the vectorfield V(u, v) =

(v,-Xf(u)) enclosing the origin (use (2.14)). Thus, the desired a-continua are

obtained by a simple shift along the trajectory given by u.

u(0)=0=o(n)|V      ;

s^~       "~^»^_^j(0)=<7=u(ir)

\^^ ^^^-~Tu(0)=cr*u(n)

Figure 13. (Phase Plane)

Theorem 5.1 (o-continua). Let X satisfy (5.11). Then under the above assumptions

on f, problem (5.1) admits secondary bifurcations which are given by

2i+(X)noS2V,(X)   and  2;(X)nS2V,(X),      0,(X) nS2V,(X).

Proof (cf. Figure 14). 2+(X), 2;(X) and 0^(X) are obtained in (X) x 2 x Es as a

consequence of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3. Since (u^(X))'(0) > 0 and (vfk(X))'(Tr) < 0

and v2k(X) has 2k simple zeros in (0, tt), we may conclude from Lemma 4.4 that

2*(X) connects to a solution (X,0, u) of (5.4) such that u has k negative minima

below sx and w'(0) < 0, u'(tt) > 0. Therefore, there must be a o = oh > 0 and

(X, oh, ub) g 2^/(X) such that u'h(0) = 0 = u'h(Ti). This may be seen because solu-

tions in 2^(X) vary continuously even in the C1 topology. As in the proof of Lemma

5.1, uh constitutes a periodic orbit for the phase flow $x and therefore gives rise to

another a-continuum which is homeomorphic to Sx and which intersects (X) X {0} X

£. Thus, due to (5.6), (X,oh, ub) is on S^_,(X) and ob = (ub)max = ( + w^,)max.

The arguments for 2"(X) and 0S(X) are similar.

Results in [18] may be used to prove that the above established secondary

bifurcations along S^-^X) and §2A:_i(X) are the only possible ones.

Putting our earlier considerations and Lemma 5.1 as well as Theorem 5.1 together

we have established Figure 3.

To derive Figure 4 let X° = X^ < X < X° = Xx. Our first observation is that while

vx(X) and t>:f(X) have the same nodal structure, vf(X) has a new different nodal

structure, i.e. vf(X) has four interior simple zeros in (0, tt) and two negative minima

and one positive maximum. Therefore, 2+(X) (resp. 2"(X)) will connect a solution

near ovx(X), o » 1 (resp. a «: -1), with a solution in +G2(X) (resp. ~G2(X)). The

a-subcontinua Sf(X) and S°(X) homeomorphic to Sx will still exist together with

their secondary bifurcations. The bifurcating solutions (X,ob,ub) (see the proof of

Theorem 5.1) will also maintain the connections established in Figure 3 except, that

e.g. the solution (X, ob, ub) displayed in Figure 14 can now not be continued to a
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o —-V—I—
• *° \       I

nYk' \

_L....L 4_
a ct      -c;       cta,

x=0       \     /        x=0 \      / \     / _
yyx=, \-/x-ir      x=0\/        x=T

Figure 14. (Secondary Bifurcation in Q_ M)

solution near (X,o, ov3) in (X) X [0, oo ) X £, because ub and vx differ in the

number of negative minima. For topological reasons

(deg£(id - X££- obl, Be(uh),0) = -l),

however, (X,ob,ub) must be continuable in (X) X [0, oo ) X Es. Since all solutions

of (5.1) which do not have precisely two negative minima are 'a priori' bounded in

(X) X [0, oo ) X £ (see Lemmata 3.1 and 3.2), we may conclude by continuation

arguments similar to those used in §§3 and 4, that (X, ob, ub) must be continuable in

(X) X [0, oo ) X Es to a solution in (X) X (0) X £^. Since the negative minimum

must be preserved and since no further negative minima can be introduced along

this continuum, we may conclude that (X, ob, ub) is continuable to a solution in

+G2(X). Similar arguments can be used for the second bifurcating solution on

Sf (X). Finally, we may exploit the considerations at the end of §4 together with the

previous results to establish the configuration near (X,0,0). This establishes Figure

4.

Remark 5.1. (1) Our discussion above shows that as X increases, the schematics

become more and more involved, but it is clear how the continuum diagram evolves

as X crosses X° = X£; e.g. as X increases through X° = Xx, k odd, a pair of new

continua S"(X) = Sx s S°(X) are added, which are connected to the previously
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established configuration via two pairs of secondary bifurcations (see transition from

Figure 2 to 3).

(2) So far, we have assumed that X" = Xx. This assumption need not be made,

since we only need to establish the 'outer world' and the 'inner world' separately and

then use Theorem 4.1 to establish a connection between the two 'worlds'. Indeed,

there is an obvious order principle in the global a-continuum S(X) established in

Theorem 3.1: beginning with a solution near (X, a, ovf(X)), a»l,§ first connects

to a solution of (5.4) of large norm with the highest possible nodal structures

prescribed by vx(X). Then in descending order (with respect to the number of

interior zeros), it connects to all other possible solutions of large norm until it arrives

at the negative solution of large norm. A similar structure holds, if one follows along

§>(X) for a <s. -1 to finally arrive at the positive solution of large norm. This

constitutes the 'outer world'. Now there are connections to the 'inner world', which

are independent from the relative relations of X" and X°k. These are provided by the

continua l?(X) and 9l(X), which are in some sense universal for problem (5.1). They

connect the negative (positive) solution of large norm to the negative (positive)

solution of small norm. From there a process analogous to the one in the 'outer

world' continues. The negative (positive) solution of small norm is connected in

ascending order (with respect to the number of interior zeros) to all other possible

solutions of small norm until the solutions with the highest nodal structure are

included. These are then connected to (X, 0,0).

(3) In particular the continua S^_, and S2A_, are very intimately connected with

the fundamental symmetries of the phase flow $*, characteristic of problem (5.1). If,

e.g., one would choose the boundary conditions

u(0) = a. u(tr) = -a,

one could use similar symmetry considerations to obtain a complete description of

HX).
(4) Also, phase plane arguments easily convince one that the continua homeomor-

phic to Sx will be destroyed if one of the boundary conditions is changed slightly,

e.g.

u(0) = a,        u(tt) = (1 — e)o

forO < e «: 1.

(5) If we apply Remark 4.5 to the ordinary differential equations just studied we

see that (for a sufficiently large) there must be S1 a-subcontinua surrounding those

constant solutions which correspond to elliptic stationary points of the phase flow,

and hence the 'inner world' described around the zero solution will be reproduced

around elliptic stationary points; the particular structure of such a world, of course,

depends upon/'(.?,), where s, is such a stationary point. This explains the existence

of the two additional Sx subcontinua in Figure 22, which is for the nonlinearity

whose phase portrait is given by Figure 16.
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|T|77) 7

-2-n j "ir\ I .A /2-rr       s

/Figure 15.     (Nonlinearity)

v

Figure 16.     (Phase portrait)_

6. Numerical experiments. In this section we want to present some numerical

experiments illustrating our theoretical investigations. These experiments were car-

ried out by D. Saupe (University of Bremen) on the basis of the software package

SCOUT. SCOUT (= Simplicial Continuation UTilities) is an interactive package

which is designed for the numerical study of nonlinear eigenvalue and bifurcation

problems. It was developed at the University of Bremen in 1981/82. For a

background of these methods see [8].

Our experiments are based on the following four nonlinearities:

/ sin(i),      -2tt < s < 277,

(61) fM-is-ln,     s>2tt,
\s + 2tt,    s ^ -2m,
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(6.2) f2(s) = s-s\

(6.3) f3(s) = (s-s3)exp(as),

(6.4) f4(s) = (s-s')(\+as2).

Figure 15 shows the graph of/, and Figure 16 displays the phase portrait of the

phase flow corresponding to

(6.5) u' = v,       v' = -Xfx(u).

In particular, we see that the rest points (-277,0), (0,0) and (277,0) are elliptic and

give rise to small periodic solutions in their neighborhood. Due to the symmetries of

the phase flow <frx these give rise to a-continua homeomorphic to Sx of (5.1)

provided (see Figure 22) X > X° = 4. Figures 17-20 are a series of the o-continua

0(X) of (5.1) based on/, for the following choices of X:

-■n_^--■-—_^_ -n

a<0 ">0

Figure 17.     (X=A°-t) " "

0(\)

p<0    ^^^^^^    J o>o

Figure 18.     (X=A°+e)  ""_
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Figure 19.     U=A°+e) ""

--Xa(u)

~*^-\^^x\-^~
a<0    \. \ n.      \ o>0

Figure 20.     U=Jkij+e) ""

These figures as well as Figures 21-24 show a-continua for fixed X in (a, x„)

coordinates, where x„ is the functional ((X,a,w)GAx2x£)

Xa(") = fV   (u(s) - o) ds.
Jo

In particular, Figures 17-20 indicate how the 'inner world' evolves as X is changed.

Comparing Figure 17 with Figure 1 there is danger of confusion: These two

figures should represent the same continua qualitatively; they are, however, mirror

images of each other. We have chosen Figure 1 in that particular form only to be

consistent with Figures 2-4. One may think of Figure 1 as representing e.g. ~xa.
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Figures 21 and 22 give a sketch of the global a-continuum S (see Theorem 3.1) of

(5.1) based on/, for the following choices of X:

\   s

\

<*°   -2\   V\   \   * \*\ ^

Figure 21.     (*=A°+e)     \_

N\/"~~\ X  (")

Figure 22.     (X=A°+e) ^-^_y   \^
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Xa(u)M   0

a<0 \     \\ \ ^sT\ \        a>0

Figure 23.     (A=A°+e.)   v

In particular we see the continua S° and S" as well as continua homeomorphic to S1

corresponding to the rest points (-277,0) and (277,0) of <&x as they bifurcate from S.

In order to better understand the structure of these continua we have omitted in

Figure 23 the continua homeomorphic to Sx.

Finally, Figures 24-28 are a series of plots of two-dimensional continua of

solutions of (5.1). These two-dimensional continua were numerically established by

computing successive X- and a-sections. Figures 24-28 show (X, a, x0)-coordinates

of such solutions. In Figures 24-26 we have/ = f2, i.e. the homogeneous problem

(6.6) u" + Xf(u) = 0,       u(0) = 0 = u(tt)

has a supercritical bifurcation of positive solutions at X°0 = 1 and of solutions with

one internal zero at X° = 4. Figure 24 shows the unfolding of the bifurcations at X°0

in the two-parameter problem (5.1) (see Figures 8-10). Figures 25-26 show (X, a)-

continua near (X°0, a,0) and (X°, a,0) in two projections. Figure 26 is the projection

of the two-dimensional continuum shown in Figure 25 onto the plane a = 0.

In Figure 27 we have/ = /3, i.e. the homogeneous problem (6.6) has a transcritical

bifurcation of positive solutions at X°0 = 1. Figure 27 shows this X-bifurcation

embedded into the two-dimensional continuum of solutions of (5.1).

In Figure 28 we have/ = /,, i.e., the homogeneous problem (6.6) has a subcritical

bifurcation of positive solutions at X° = 1. Figure 28 shows this X-bifurcation

embedded into the two-dimensional continuum of solutions of (5.1).

In particular, Figures 24-28 indicate that the two-parameter problem (5.1) un-

folds the X-bifurcation at X°0 regardless of the local nature of / near zero.
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a

Figure 24. (Supercritical case, f * f_, 0 < A < A,)

Figure 25.  (f = f2, 0 < A < A°)
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Figure 26.     (f = f.,, 0 < A < A°)

Figure 27.     (transcritical  case, f = f,,  0 < A < A?)
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Xff(u)

Figure 28.     (Subcritical  case,  f = f      0 < A < A?)
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